Steve Bannon on Australia and China

Steven Bannon, former chief strategist to US president, Donald Trump, has courted Australian media in a bid to influence public opinion on China. On July 9 2018, Peter Hartcher, Fairfax’s international editor, gave Mr Bannon his first interview with an Australian media outlet.1 After hearing then-Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull’s ‘China reset’ speech on August 7 2018,2 Mr Bannon contacted the ABC’s Four Corners host, Sarah Ferguson, telling her, ‘I need to talk to you now because that speech is a huge mistake’.3 He told Ms Ferguson that Mr Turnbull was ‘way too much of an appeaser [on China]’ and criticised the Australian government’s approach to China as ‘weak’. The ABC granted Mr Bannon an interview and this was broadcast on Four Corners on September 3 2018.4

Mr Bannon has claimed:

‘Australia is at the front lines of this. We are in an economic war with China…they are a totalitarian mercantilist system…the Chinese don’t play by the rules.’5

‘Australia is the canary in the mineshaft. Australia can show you when good and decent people play by rules, and the next thing they look around and money and economic resources and economic assets of a country are owned by another country and all of a sudden you see influence operations on their politicians. That’s what’s happening.’6

‘You [Australia] are the San Andreas fault between China and the West…You are the representative of Athens and the democratic Western tradition, and China is a Confucian totalitarian system.’7

‘Australia is an object lesson in what to avoid…[Chinese investment went into] natural resources, tech, then you have overseas Chinese putting money into politics and now you finally wake up…. And you wake up and you say, ‘hold on – who controls our economic base’, because doesn’t politics ultimately come off who controls the economic base?’8

‘It’s not about the tariffs and math, it’s about bringing manufacturing jobs back from China…’9

---

5 Ibid.
6 Ibid.
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid.
How do these claims stack up against the available evidence?

1. In 2017 China bought $116.0 billion of Australian goods and services. In comparison the US bought $21.0 billion. China delivered Australia its largest bilateral trade surplus, $48.6 billion, while the US delivered Australia its largest bilateral trade deficit, $26.5 billion. Australia has recorded a trade surplus with China in every year since 2008.\(^9\)

2. A mercantilist system describes a system of political economy that seeks to enrich a country by restraining imports and encouraging exports.\(^1\) In 2017 China’s current account – a leading indicator of payments between a country and the rest of the world\(^2\) – recorded a surplus of just 1.3 percent of its GDP.\(^3\) This compares with 8.1 percent for Germany and 4.0 percent for Japan, both US security allies.

3. Far from being the ‘canary in the mineshaft’, by 2014 43 countries shared China as their largest partner, compared with 31 for the US.\(^4\) The gap continues to grow since China became the world’s largest goods trader in 2013.\(^5\) In short, a large number of countries share Australia’s position in economic partnership with China.

4. In 2017, the stock of assets in Australia owned by the US was $896.9 billion. This was 14 times larger than the stock owned by China. The stock of Chinese investment in Australia is less now than it was in 2014.\(^6\)

5. In 2014–15 there were 2039 US-owned businesses in Australia. They accounted for 30.8 percent of the assets held by foreign-owned businesses and 5.5 percent of all businesses (domestic and foreign). In comparison, there were 204 Chinese-owned business, comprising 7.1 percent of the assets held by foreign-owned business and 1.3 percent of all businesses. There is not a single sector of the Australian economy that has more Chinese than US-owned businesses.\(^7\)

6. Australia was the leading nation for Chinese investment abroad until 2015. Then it might have been true to describe Australia as a ‘canary’ with respect to Chinese investment. By 2017, however, the accumulated stock of Chinese investment in the US and EU was 1.4 and 1.5 times that of Australia, respectively.\(^8\)

7. China is currently a respondent in 42 dispute cases at the World Trade Organization (WTO). The US is a respondent in 151.\(^9\) Between 1995–2015, there were 38 suspensions requests submitted to the WTO’s Dispute Settlement Body (DSB). These requests are brought subsequent to a country not complying with an earlier DSB ruling against it. The US has been the target of 68.4 percent of suspension requests, while China has been the target of none.\(^10\)

---


\(^5\) Jamil Anderlini and Lucy Hornby, ‘China overtakes US as world’s largest goods trader’, The Financial Times, January 10 2014 <https://www.ft.com/content/7c2bd7d7-79a6-11e3-b381-00144fe4bdc0>.


8. Since the early 1970s employment in Australia’s manufacturing sector has fallen by around 400,000. Half of these job losses occurred by the end of the 1970s before China began its reintegration into the global economy. Manufacturing employment then stabilised over 1980-2008, before falling again. This coincided with a strengthening Australian dollar owing to the mining boom, not cheap wages in China.

9. In 2015–16, total foreign donations to Australian political parties accounted for 2.6 percent of total donations.

---
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